edges of the rue Caulaincourt. Droves of cattle were deserting the pastures of the Buttes-Chaumont and going into exile outside the fortifications, in the direction of Romainville. The Bievre valley was despoiling its gardens to make room for a main sewer. The chalk ravines, the day meadows had sunk to the standing of building plots. Right up against a stray poplar which persisted in growing on a hillock, you could see the grey-brown palisade of the city asserting its right to climb, A lamp-post had already taken up its position there. In the evening, at that hour when the leaves tremble, its little light flickered its challenge to the sky.
The captured villages, which bore such pretty names -Clignancourt, Charonne, Crenelle - had suffered a rash of dreary greyish jerry-building to slip in between them, a growth of houses, as sad as it was sudden, which soldered them one to another, smothered them in the same dough, and then ate them away, split them up, cut them to the quick by sappings and minings. The old village square, which still preserved its gables, its inn, its church, suddenly found itself rammed, just as the bow of a steamer looms up among sailing ships, by the edge of a towering building, with all the weight of a solid mass behind it.
So the fortified zone of 1846, after serving the city as its outpost protection, had imposed upon it the very form it had to take. Once more, in its turn, it weighed upon Paris and prevented her from developing naturally. Again she had to abandon any hope of finding her own shape for herself. The line of ramparts thwarted the impulse of her new quarters towards expansion, blocked her outlets, cut them off from extending, and left many of the streets on her outer periphery no better than blind alleys, thieves' kitchens, the breeding-ground of rascals and refuse.
Progressively the pressure extended towards the centre. The streets of the older quarters lost any hope of being widened. The old middle-class dwellings and shops were no longer pulled down, and degenerated where they stood into purulent lodging-houses. Their rooms blackened in

